Follow everything you process, in real time
SIMBA Solutions automates plant flow, capturing
data throughout your facility in real time. Always
know exactly where your inventory is, where it’s
going and where it’s been.
Quickly record raw materials entering the plant, then record
each step towards finished goods as lots are divided,
subdivided and channeled to different places — all while
remaining traceable to their origins.

LABEL IT, Then Never Enter Data Again
At receiving, plant workers use simple, customdesigned software on touch-screen tablets or
workstations to quickly enter raw material information,
then print and affix a barcoded label to the box or bin,
so it’s easy to track from that point on.
TRACK IT, Even As Raw Material Becomes Multiple Products
As a raw product moves through your plant, SIMBA follows it in real
time, following every piece of the item as you cut it into different
products and lots. You’ll always know exactly what you have, where it
is, and what remains to sell.
TRACE IT, Showing Where Every Item Came From
Even after dividing raw materials into dozens of
different products, you can trace every item back to
its origins in seconds.

Throw away pen and paper.
Stop constantly updating spreadsheets.
SIMBA makes data entry at receiving fast and
simple, keeping constant inventory records from that point forward,
even as you divide material into different lots and products.
SIMBA is your complete, wireless, full-plant solution to labeling, inventory
tracking, back-tracing, and ERP accounting integration.

SIMBA Grows With You
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor production and yield by line, by day, by lot
Print professional labels
Create finished goods inventory on the fly
Link with scales to record variable weights
Provide finished goods inventory to salespeople
Track inventory locations and movements
Palletize individual cartons
Ship by customer, by sales order and more
Automatically create shipping manifests and bills of lading

Integrate With ERP
SIMBA can integrate with most popular accounting and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems like
NetYield, QuickBooks, Sage and NetSuite. Know exactly what you bought, what it cost, what is committed
to orders, what is left to sell, and what it all means to your bottom line.
Easy to Use, Easy to Learn
SIMBA grew from the Alaska seafood industry’s need for quick, intuitive inventory tools that plant floor
employees can easily learn, that managers can recall after long absences, yet that still meet the exacting
traceability needs of a highly regulated industry.
Customized to Your Process
To speed data entry, SIMBA’s screen buttons, fields and functions are configured to fit your process
essentials.
An Affordable System That Scales
Priced within reach of small and midsized companies yet robust enough for large firms. Compatible with
plant equipment from many manufacturers. SIMBA grows with you.
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